OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS WITHIN A REGULARLY SCHEDULED NEWS PROGRAM: INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
Soldier Field Rock Concert Investigation, Jim Riddle, reporter; Chuck Collins, reporter/producer (WTTW)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS WITHIN A REGULARLY SCHEDULED NEWS PROGRAM: SPOT COVERAGE
Humboldt Park Riots, Dick Kay, Bonnie DeVries, Rich Samuels, Jim Cummins, Rich Newberg, and Don Craig, reporting team (WMAQ-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS WITHIN A REGULARLY SCHEDULED NEWS PROGRAM: FEATURE STORIES OR MINI-SERIES
Kenya Massacre, Bill Kurtis, reporter; Donna LaPietra, producer (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR A NEWS SPECIAL
Agent Orange—Vietnam's Deadly Fog, Bill Kurtis, reporter; Rose Economou, Brian Boyer, co-producers (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMS: DOCUMENTARY OF CURRENT SIGNIFICANCE
A Matter of Policy, Scott Craig and Jim Hatfield, co-producers (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMS: DOCUMENTARY OF CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
A Palette of Glass, Charles Olin, producer (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMMING: FOR A PUBLIC AFFAIRS SERIES
Channel 2: The People, Harry Porterfield, host; Gail Sikevitz, producer (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMMING: SINGLE PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM NOT INCLUDED IN A SERIES
Mexico Vibra En Chicago, Patricia Urbano, host; Hector Perez, producer (WCIU-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMMING: FOR A CONVERSATION PROGRAM SERIES
Common Ground, Warner Saunders, host; Frank Jackson, producer (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING: FOR A SERIES
B.J.'s Gigglesnort Hotel, Bill Jackson, host/producer (WLS-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING: FOR A SINGLE PROGRAM
A New Salem Christmas, Bob Wallace, host; David Finney, producer (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR A SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM
NBC Salutes Chic Chicago, Karen Lee Copeland, producer (WMAQ-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS: FOR A SINGLE PROGRAM
The 1977 Joseph Jefferson Awards, Scott Craig, Jim Courses, Essee Kupcinet, co-producers (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS: FOR A SERIES
Made In Chicago, Patterson Denny and Elayne Goldstein, co-producers (WTTW)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS: FOR A SINGLE SPECIAL PROGRAM
Nightwatch, Gene Siskel, host; Thea Flaum, producer (WTTW)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR SPORTS PROGRAMS: FOR A SINGLE PROGRAM COVERING SPORTS EVENTS OR BASED ON SPORTS THEME
Going Up Easy, Coming Down Hard, Scott Craig, producer (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS FOR SPORTS PROGRAMS: FOR A SERIES COVERING SPORTS EVENTS
High School Football, Greg Gumbel, Edgrenn, co-hosts; Carl Ebert, producer (WMAQ-TV)

OUTSTANDING EDITORIAL AND COMMENTARY ACHIEVEMENTS: EDITORIAL ACHIEVEMENT
WMAQ-TV Editorials, Dillon Smith, editorial director (WMAQ-TV)
OUTSTANDING EDITORIAL AND COMMENTARY ACHIEVEMENTS: COMMENTARY ACHIEVEMENT
Perspectives, Walter Jacobson (WBBM-TV)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: FOR PERFORMERS WHO APPEAR ON CAMERA
Mort Crim, reporter/narrator, “A Matter of Policy” (WBBM-TV)
Dick Orkin and Bert Berdis, performers, “The 1977 Joseph Jefferson Awards” (WBBM-TV)
Norma Quarles, reporter, “Urban Journal” (WMAQ-TV)
Marty Robinson, narrator, “Treasures of Tutankhamun” (WTTW)

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: FOR INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE OF PERSONS WHOSE ACHIEVEMENT IS NON-PERFORMING
Renee Ferguson, writer/reporter, “Waller High School” (WBBM-TV)
John Kennamer, audio engineer, “Hansel and Gretel” (WTTW)
Cal Langenberg, cinematographer, “Treasures of Tutankhamun” (WTTW)